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The
Revised13/13 Rule
By Bruce Boeder, Chairman PCA Club Racing

P

CA Club Racing, since its original inception, has
strictly enforced the so called “13/13 rule” for any
and all car damage resulting from “at fault incidents”.
If you hit a vertical object whether it was another
car, a tire barrier, or a wall, and it wasn’t caused by a
mechanical failure of the car, and you were determined
by the Steward to be at fault, you received a “13/13”.
This places the driver on probation for 13 months, or
if it was a second 13/13 within 13 months, results in
the 13 month suspension.
As is stated in the Club Racing Rule Book:
“Conduct that is inappropriate to the intent
and spirit of the PCA Club Racing Program,
jeopardizes safety or results in dangerous or
damaging situations will not be tolerated.”
The purpose of the rule is to insure safe driving
conduct and to guard against dangerous driving.
For some time the Stewards have questioned whether
we are accomplishing the intended purpose of this
rule as applied to single car incidents. The Stewards
frequently discuss all club racing rules, especially the
13/13 rule. Because we have not had the opportunity
to collect data measuring whether or not we would
have more, or less, single car incidents in Club Racing
without the rule; or whether those incidents would be
more, or less, severe without this rule the decision has
been made to suspend the enforcement of the single
car 13/13 rule for 2009.
We have looked to other sanctioning bodies and
frankly see that their racers experience more damage
resulting from car to car contact when they do not
have sanctions in place, nor consistently enforce
sanctions against car to car contact. However, the
Stewards’ discussions have never included eliminating
the sanction for car to car contact.
What we do know is that the vast majority of single
car incidents involve relatively minor damage to the
car. We also know that most incidents result from
a momentary driving lapse. What we also know is
that in many circumstances the difference between
hitting something and getting a 13/13, and not
hitting something and not getting the 13/13, depends
upon the somewhat serendipitous circumstances of
whether or not there is a wall or tire barrier where the
car happens to go off track. This means that at some
of our races there are few single car 13/13’s, as there
are few walls to hit. And on the other hand at some
tracks, if you go off track by even a foot, you’ll hit
something and receive that 13/13.
4
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The rule as applied is also somewhat draconian in
that even if the car is only lightly damaged, the racer
is still done for the weekend. Unfortunately, if that
racer only has one or two opportunities to race in a
year, it may be a long time before the racer is able to
race again. Does this truly serve any purpose?
The Stewards have come to the conclusion that this
is not fair. We are accordingly going to be presenting
a rules change to the racers as part of our standard
rules change process for 2009 - a change in the rule
whereby a single car incident would not necessarily be
given a 13/13 with the driver placed on probation. As
part of this proposed rule change, we will, as with all
rule changes, open up the proposed change to racer
comment during the scheduled comment period.
In the mean time, we will be gathering data as to
the application of the rule. How will we do that?
We have decided to suspend the enforcement of the
single car 13/13 for calendar year 2009. This means
if you are involved in an incident in which there is car
damage, you will still be required to immediately exit
the track, whether it is a single or multi car incident,
and report to the Scrutineer at the Black Flag station.
We are doing that for safety purposes, as unfortunately,
when some drivers hit something they encounter “red
mist” and don’t realize the possible severity of damage
to their car. We want to avoid having a damaged car
cause more incidents.
The Scrutineer will fill out the standard Scrutineer’s
report about damage to the car. The Scrutineer will
also require the driver to fill out the standard driver’s
incident report, proceed to medical to be checked out,
and then meet with the Steward before being allowed
back on track.
The difference between how we have handled
incidents in the past and this year will be that if you
are involved in an incident in which only your car
is damaged, and you’ve met with the Steward, and
you are able to repair the car, and the Scrutineers
determine that the car can return to the track safely,
you then will be able to continue racing that weekend.
So in other words, if you hit something in the first
session, unlike in the past, you won’t have to go home.
For car to car incidents, we will continue to
determine which driver(s) is(are) at fault and give the
sanction. Sanctions for cheating and off track conduct
not in the spirit of the program will continue. And as
always, the Steward may issue a sanction if a driver has
engaged in conduct inherently dangerous, whether or
not there was any car damage.

incidents goes up significantly from years past, the rule
change will not go into force for 2010. The rule will
be reinstated. Or if a large number of racers believe
that the rule should remain as currently written, based
on their comments during the comment period, the
rule will stay. We will know more about that later
this year.
We have also decided to roll back all single car
13/13’s given during 2008. We wish to start with a
clean slate. In other words, if you received a 13/13 as
the result of a single car incident you are no longer on
probation. During 2009, only drivers who have two
incidents involving car to car contact or non driving
related 13’s will be suspended. We don’t believe there
will be many of those but do expect there will be a
few. Frankly, the underlying purpose of the 13/13 is
to avoid car to car contact and those drivers who can’t
avoid hitting other cars should probably be driving in
other programs.
This suspension of our current rule did not occur
without a great deal of thought and discussion, both
among the Stewards, as well as among the Executive
Council of PCA, along with input from the PCA
National Insurance Chair. We believe it is for the
good of the program. It will be interesting to see how
it pans out. My bet is that the experiment will be a
success and by this time next year, a single car 13/13
will be a thing of the past.

Track Car Preparation, Transportation & Track Support
Driver’s Ed, Club Racing & Professional Competition
Your “One Stop Shop”
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Over 25 Years Experience Repairing & Servicing Porsches
Engine & Transmission Overhauls and Improvements
Precision Four Wheel Alignments & Corner Balancing
911, 996 & 997 GT3 Cup, R, RS, RSR Specialists
Storage, Trackside Support, Arrive & Drive Programs
Driver Training & Coaching, Data Acquisition Analysis
Corporate Driving Experience & Hospitality

With Autometrics the Difference Is In The Details
Located In Charleston, South Carolina
(843) 763-7356

autometricsmotorsports.com

What do I mean by that? One example I would give
is as follows: A car is stuck in the gravel trap at turn 5
at Road America with the EV Crew truck on site and
workers trying to pull the car out of the gravel trap.
There is a standing yellow flag displayed at turn 4, as
well as a waving yellow flag and white flag displayed at
turn 5. A following driver comes flying down the hill,
ignoring the yellow flags, loses control sliding into
the gravel trap and nearly hits one of the workers.
That driver will be sanctioned and receive a 13/13,
regardless of whether there was car damage.
A second example is: A driver tries an impossible
pass at the start of a race. The only reason he doesn’t
hit other cars is because the other drivers manage to
avoid being hit. The offending driver ends up hitting
a wall hard, with significant damage to his car, he’s
going to get a 13/13. Such driving is inherently
dangerous.
This means our Stewards will have some more
latitude in invoking the sanction for a single car
incident. However, we expect such transgressions to
be few and far between. Most single car incidents do
not occur because of a driver’s inherently dangerous
act. Rather, they occur because a driver happens to be
pushing just a bit harder than he should.
We will collect single car incident data during the
2009 year. If the number of single car incidents goes
up dramatically or if the severity of the single car
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Lorem
Ipsum
By Michael Wingfield, Club Racing News Editor

T

he magazine you are currently reading is both
something old and familiar, yet something new.
The Club Racing News (CRN) is a staple of the PCA
Club Racing community and has been the journal for
our racers for many years. However, this issue breaks
one part of this long standing tradition – the role of
editor. Andy Jones, the editor of CRN for the past
decade, decided to follow other pursuits at the end of
2008. For 2009, Andy passed the editor baton to me.
Thus, this familiar magazine is now something new.
If the CRN back issues have been around longer
than your involvement in Club Racing, you owe it
to yourself to have a read.
Andy became editor in 1998, taking over for
Michael Melton. This is the same Michael Melton for
whom the annual “Rookie Award” is named. In the
wake of Andy’s departure, he left a trail of CRN issues
as a testament to his work and involvement with Club
Racing. The CRN archive on the PCA Club Racing
web site contains past magazine issues dating back to
2001, the year CRN became available in electronic
format on the web site. These issues are there for your
reading pleasure and represent a sample of Andy’s
work. Reviewing the past CRN issues is something I
did before taking over as editor. I learned that those
past issues tell a story of PCA Club Racing, one that is
somewhat different from today. [http://www.pca.org/
clubrace/newsletters/index.htm]
If the CRN back issues have been around longer
than your involvement in Club Racing, you owe it
to yourself to have a read. You will immediately see
the difference between then and the last few years.
For example, the early issues of CRN contain articles
written by drivers and participants of club races, telling
the story of races, or events surrounding the race.
After all, the journey is sometimes more interesting
than the destination. You will also see lots of photos
of racers both on and off the track – not sitting in a
sand trap, but socializing in the paddock.
These article types, by racers about racing and the
racing experience are what I hope to include more often
in CRN. This also parallels the recent discussions of the
PCA Club Racing Advisory Committee – how to make
our sport more attractive, socially and competitively.
We are already heading in the correct direction on
both points. The CRN 08.4 article “Welcome Back
Marcia” received many positive comments from the
readers. I thank Marcia Hubbell for agreeing to be the
subject of the article and Pat Moyle for agreeing (with
6
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some arm twisting on my part) to write the article.
Likewise, the competition has become more attractive
with the recent suspension of the single car incident
13/13 rule. You can read more on this development
in both Bruce Boeder’s article “The Revised 13/13
Rule” [page 4] and Bryan Henderson’s “View from
the Tower” article [page 8].
In order to continue and expand the “by racer,
about racers and racing” format in CRN, I need
something from you. I need your stories of adventure
and your photographs. This magazine can reflect
your experiences only if I hear from you. The CRN
will continue to be a vehicle where the National Club
Racing Staff provides you information on procedural,
technical, and rules issues. However, CRN does have
room for people-oriented articles and feature stories.
Sit down, write your tale, and send it to me. A good
example of a humorus look at Club Racing comes
from West Dillard, National Scrutineer. His virtual
encounter with Mike Rowe appears on page 16.
Likewise, send me your event photographs. I need
photos of on track action as well as off track gatherings.
One of the interesting details found in CRN 01.1 is
Andy thanking the readers for contributing so many
articles and photographs. I am starting with an empty
folder of photographs. For this issue, I contacted
my friend Blair Hartsfield of Hart Photography
[http://www.hart-photography.com] for photographs
from the 2008 Maverick Region Club Race at Eagles
Canyon Raceway. His contributions appear on the
front cover, the watermarks on the table of contents
and the event schedule pages, and other locations in
this issue.
This parallels recent discussions of the PCA Club
Racing Advisory Committee – how to make our sport
more attractive, socially and competitively.
Finally, there are two more new items that
accompany this issue of CRN. The magazine is still
printed in black and white. However, the electronic
version of the magazine found on the PCA Club
Racing web site appears in full color. As we move
through the year, the electronic CRN will contain
more color, with the intent of making your on-line
reading more enjoyable. The second new item for
CRN is the email address for the editor. Please send
your articles, photos, and comments to the new email
address: ClubRacingNews@PCA.org.
Read and enjoy.

The Peachstate Region
Porsche Club of America
Extends an invitation to all PCA Club Racers to join us at Road Atlanta in Flowery Branch,
GA for the region’s 16th annual Club Race. Once again, in 2009 the three-day event will feature
both Sprint and 90-minute Peachstate ‘225’ Endurance Races. It all begins on Friday,
March 27 and concludes on Sunday, March 29. Road Atlanta is one of the most challenging
tracks in North America offering 12 turns laying over rolling terrain. The course hosts several
prominent automobile races each year including the Petite Le Mans, several Historic Races,
SCCA races and others.
Registration for the event opens on 30 January 2009 at 10:00 PM CST
and is hosted by http://register.pca.org
If you have any questions regarding the event, please contact Ian Scott at:
Clubrace09@peachstatepca.org

Golden Gate Region Presents

Rolling Thunder 2009
Thunderhill Raceway Park, Willows, CA • March 28 and 29, 2009
(Registration is currently open: http://register.pca.org/)

Buttonwillow Raceway Park, Buttonwillow, CA • May 23 and 24
Thunderhill Raceway Park, Willows, CA • September 5 and 6
Rookies take note! There will be no Rookie Licanse Candidates accepted at the Buttonwillow
or the Thunderhill II events, so take advantage of the practice race and start session on
March 27th preceeding Thunderhill I to fulfill your licensing obligation.
Practice, Qualify, and Race on both Saturday and Sunday! • Space is limited at all events.
All entrants must be PCA members and have a PCA Club Racing license or approved
License Application. Go to http://www.pca.org/clubrace/docs/forms.htm or call
847.272.7764.
Registrar: Andrew Forrest at ggrracereg@gmail.com
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View
From the Tower
By Bryan Henderson, Chief National Steward

A

s I return from the first race of the year at Sebring
it is hard not to look to the future for PCA Club
Racing. Hopefully this race will set the tone for the
future. The race was a success by all accounts. Racing
was fun safe and fast. The new test procedures for
single car 13-13’s were initiated. Incidents were way
down for this race no matter what method you use
to measure them with only about a one percent 1313 rate. If you add back in the single car 13-13’s
the rate was still only about three percent. The past
national average was about five percent with Sebring
traditionally being much higher than that. You can
use whatever theory you want to explain that. Who
knows why it happened but I like it. The trick is to
continue the trend.
The National Staff and the Advisory Committee
have been reviewing a great deal of what we do with an
eye toward the future in a time of uncertain economy.
This is an opportunity for us to become better and
stronger in the future. Since we are a car club that
went racing we have a lot more flexibility during this
period than most other organizations that race.

We all want fair competition on the track.
Several new racers will be joining us this year. The
944 Cup series will appear at several races. We have
new races opening on the West coast at Thunderhill
and Buttonwillow. Many of our existing races will be
adding things like DE where they have not previously
hosted those activities. PCA can pull together, pool
resources and come out of this economic mess better
than ever.
You probably have already heard about the test
period for removing 13-13 sanctions for most single
car incidents. I think you will hear more and more
about increased compliance checking at races. The idea
is to be a bit more user friendly with 13-13 sanctions
and a bit more user friendly with fair competition.
We will be flexible and listen.
We all want fair competition on the track. This
would be a great time to make certain your car
complies with all of the rules. Winning with an illegal
car has got to be a very hollow victory. We are looking
into several new pieces of test equipment to increase
our compliance checking capabilities. We should be
able to spot things like ECU program modifications,
increased engine displacement, modified compression,
non original cams, altered gearing and internal
machining much easier in the near future. This effort
8
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started at Sebring and yielded immediate results. It
will get stronger and stronger as the year goes on.
Over the last two years I have written several “what
if” situations concerning multicar incidents in my
column. Starting with this issue I will be reviewing
real incidents with an eye toward explaining what
happened and why the outcome was decided the way
it was. Each of the incidents will be sanitized with
the drivers names removed and in most cases the track
won’t be mentioned. I will look for incidents that are
particularly common or those that are hard for some
drivers to understand.

I will be reviewing real incidents with an eye
toward explaining what happened and why the
outcome was decided the way it was.
Incident:
This incident involves the situation where a car spins
resulting in an off track excursion and damage for a
following car. This situation is easy to understand in
theory but when it happens it is particularly hard for
the spinning driver and some of the following cars to
understand the Stewards decision. In this particular
example, video that told the story well was available.
That was a good thing since the drivers could not all
agree on who was in what order in line much less what
each driver did.
On the first lap of qualifying five cars were in a
group entering a slow third gear right hand corner
that follows a long fast straight. The car leading the
group turned in a little shallow then tightened the
turn as he approached the apex, rotated near the apex
and spun 180 degrees then rolled or slid backward
several feet before coming to a complete stop about
two thirds of the way toward the left outside edge of
the track facing backwards. The spinning car did not
hit anything and it was not hit by any of the following
cars.
The second car who was about 100 feet behind the
spinner had a clear view of the loss of control and
spin. He was able to slow slightly, move wide left and
run over the rumble strips without problem then go
on down the track.
The third car in line had just passed the fourth car
and was on the right rear corner of the second car in
line possibly trying to make another pass. He too
elected to move left to go around the spinner. Since
he was further right than the second car he had further
left to go to get around the spinner. This made the
angle he took toward the edge of the track steeper

than the second car. He went two wheels over the
rumble strip into the edge of the gravel trap. With the
loaded outside front off the track surface causing an
increased steering angle in the gravel trap edge the car
snapped back to the right when the left front reached
the track surface again. The car spun across the track
and impacted the wall on driver’s right.
One of the three lost control
off track and hit a wall.

That is one reason we bring cars into pit lane for going
off during practice.
The steward must look at a couple of things in an
incident like this. What caused it? Obviously the
first car to spin created the situation. Who should
have been able to avoid the situation? In this instance
any car that came up after a flag was displayed should
clearly have been able to avoid this situation. What
happened to those in the interim period? In this case
three of the four cars directly behind the spinner
including all of those electing to go around him on
the outside went off track. It is pretty easy to see
that the original spin caused three cars to go off track.
One of the three lost control off track and hit a wall.
It is very difficult to say that any of the cars off track
should have been able to drive their car safely while
off track.
In these situations it most often also involves a bit
of accordion effect. The cars in slot two three and four
had progressively less time to react. The car in slot
five was further back and had time to react correctly
which was to take the inside where there was much
more room. Drivers who are reacting to an emergency
situation created by someone else will almost always
be given more leeway than the car whose spin occurred
while facing a normal track situation.

The fourth car in line that had just been passed
by the third car in line had less of a view and less
time to react. The fourth car went wide left as well,
putting all four wheels completely in the gravel trap.
However, the fourth car did not hit anything or bog
down in the trap and continued.
The fifth car in line, which was also on the right
side of the track, slowed went inside the spinner and
continued down the track.
The Steward found that the spinner who led the
pack into the corner was at fault in a two car incident.
The key point here is the other cars in the pack
of five all had to respond to the spin of the first cars
without prior warning (no flag warning) and try to
miss that car, to miss each other and miss the walls.
Three of the cars behind the spinner went off track.
Any time a car goes off track it is a dicey situation. BE SAFE!

Mid-Ohio Region PCA Proudly Presents...

SPRING AT THE CAROUSEL – 2009

Spring at the Carousel – PCA Race at the famous Mid-Ohio Sports Car Course. Hosted by Mid Ohio Region
PCA. May 15-17. Featuring Sprint races and Enduros. Drivers Education Session available all 3 days.
Registration opens March 15st at http://register.pca.org . See Mid Ohio region website at www.morpca.org for
details.
On-line Registration information will be available at: http://register.pca.org
Event Chair: Jay Koehler, (614) 499-0536, koehlerjk@gmail.com
Registrar: Ginny Barry, (614) 850-9107, midohiocr@gmail.com

See you at SPRING AT THE CAROUSEL!
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Race Results Posting

By Michael Wingfield, Chief of National Timing & Scoring

I

am aware of an Internet message board discussion
concerning the posting of PCA Club Race results.
The discussion originally focused on the time elapsed
between the end of the race weekend and the posting
of results on the Internet at both the PCA Club
Racing (PCA CR) website [http://www.pca.org/
clubrace/2009_results/index.htm] and the MyLaps
website [www.mylaps.com]. The discussion also
included questions as to why PCA CR did not post
results on the web sites immediately after the race or
in real time during the race. This article addresses
those questions.
The second question has the easiest answer. PCA
Club Racing is not configured to post real time Internet
results. To post results real time requires additional
hardware and communication services expenses
that are not necessary to support our current racing
program. The computer Timing & Scoring (T&S)
equipment does not include broadband wireless cards
nor does PCA CR subscribe to a commercial wireless
service to allow Internet connectivity from any
location. Likewise, most race facilities do not provide
Internet access or only provide Internet access for an
additional fee as part of the track rental agreement.
This limitation not only explains why T&S does not
post real time results, but also Internet posting of
results immediately at the conclusion of each race.
The first question about delays in posting race
results after a race weekend requires a bit more
explanation as delays may occur in three areas. These
areas include the transmission of results from the T&S
staff at the race to the Chief of T&S, the reviewing,
processing and posting of results on MyLaps by the
Chief of T&S, and the transmission of web pages and
subsequent posting to the PCA CR website by the
Club Racing Webmaster.
However, before addressing the posting of post-race
weekend results, you should understand a little about
the T&S responsibilities during the race weekend.
The primary responsibility of T&S at a race is to time
and score the event weekend. This task requires T&S
to watch every car, every lap, every run session, from
practice sessions through qualifying to the actual
races. Included in this responsibility is reviewing and
printing race results and delivering those results to the
race operational staff and the race competitors at the
event. T&S performs this task in the most efficient
and timely manner possible. At smaller races, where
race groups alternate with Driver’s Education groups,
the competitors may have Practice session results
delivered to the hospitality area before all competitors
10
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have exited their vehicles. In contrast, at larger races
where race groups enter the track before the previous
race group has exited the track, the results delivery
process may take longer. Why? T&S must watch every
car that has entered the track for the new session and
work on the results from the previous session when no
cars approach the timing and scoring loops (typically,
but not always the Start/Finish loops). In addition,
the posting of Qualifying and Race results typically
incur delays as vehicles must clear impound before the
results become official for release and posting.
At the end of the race weekend, the T&S staff
archives all race data and the complete event database
gets transferred to a memory stick. At the first
reasonable opportunity, the T&S staff sends, via email,
this database to the Chief of T&S for review. The
first reasonable opportunity may occur the same night
after the race weekend, or days later. Why days later?
Race tracks are typically not built near major airports.
Depending upon the race location and availability of
flights, T&S staff may not be able to travel until the
next morning. After having to stay an extra night, it is
not uncommon for the staff to travel directly to work
rather than home and this work may involve yet more
travel. In either case, as soon as reasonably possible
the T&S staff sends the database to the Chief of T&S
for review.
As Chief of T&S, I review each session in the event
database after receiving the data. Typically I review
the data the same day received. After the data review,
I upload the event results to the MyLaps website.
This upload requires licensed proprietary software.
On rare occasions, the race results appear on MyLaps
before some racers make it home from the weekend.
Classically, the results will appear on MyLaps between
24 and 48 hours after the event concludes. I also
export the race results data and format the results into
HTML pages for posting on the PCA Club Racing
website. I then zip the results pages and email the
zipped file to the Club Racing Webmaster.
The Club Racing Webmaster posts the race results
to the PCA Club Racing results web site. The results
typically appear on the PCA website between 24-48
hours after reaching the Webmaster.
In each of the data transfers mentioned above,
personal and professional commitments may hinder
the process.
These commitments may involve
international business travel or a family emergency.
In either case, the commitments take time away from
continued on page 21
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Largest Porsche Event in the West!
April 3-5, 2009 Autoclub Speedway • Fontana, CA
The California Festival of Speed, with its PCA Club Race and the many other
events that make up the Festival, is a great opportunity to see the most
fabulous collection of Porsches you’ll find anywhere on the West Coast.
Join us for some of the best Porsche racing in North America!
For more info on attending or participating, please visit:
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FEATURING:
PCA Club Race
PCA Enduro
Time Trial
Concours d’Elegance
Vendor’s Row
Lunchtime Track Tours
“Taste of the Track”
Car Corrals with Porsche
Special Interest Groups

www.CalFestival.org
email: info@CalFestival.org
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Challenges for PCA Racers in 2009 – and much to be thankful for
By Donna Amico, Technical & Rules Chair

T

he e-mail arrived this morning, with my
husband’s report on registration for the Road
Atlanta race: “Well, I got us registered, and we both
got our numbers. Of course, it is now 20 minutes
after registration opened and there are a grand total of
11 people registered. My, have times changed.” Just
last year we would have been settling for our 2nd or 3rd
choice for car number and the event would be half full
that on the first evening when registration opened.

We knew it was not the time
to make rules that force racers
to spend a lot of money…
So yes, times have changed. And many of us are
cutting back on our racing activities, saving more for
our families, watching the funds dwindle that we had
set aside for our children’s education or retirement.
It is a difficult time. Those of us who are responsible
for the rules and principles that guide PCA Club
Racing are aware of this, and are not immune from
the current problems.
It used to be true that we didn’t really consider
the cost when establishing and enforcing rules; since
no one can change the fact that money counts when
racing. Even if we required that everything be bone
stock with no changes, the racer who can afford to
blueprint his motor twice a year has an advantage over
one who cannot. However, in the last rule change
process, we did start looking at cost. We knew it was
not the time to make rules that force racers to spend a
lot of money unnecessarily in order to make changes
to be competitive, or to undo modifications that have
long been accepted.
One of the changes in recent years has been the
addition of “Spec” classes. We now have five; the
three original classes for front-engine water-cooled
Porsches, and now Spec 911 and Spec Boxster.
These classes have rules based on the rules of other
sanctioning organizations so that you can prepare
your car to one set of rules and race with two or more
organizers. This lets people race competitively on
more weekends with less travel. I expect this trend
will continue as we identify and adopt more sets of
rules designed for Porsches that have been created by
others.
If you find that your car isn’t prepared to be the
absolutely best car in your class, please come out and
race anyway, whenever you can. Try one of the races at
a less well-known track; you will help the local Region
12
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keep a smaller race alive, and have a wonderful time
with a great group of friendly and helpful racers. PCA
Club Racing is about enjoying our cars and also about
friendship and camaraderie, and the bench-racing at
the end of the day is great, even if you don’t win.
Enjoy your car the way it is today. You can make it
more competitive later.
The Scrutineers exist to help make your racing
safer, and keep the competition fair. All of them
want to help you get out on the track and have a safe
and successful weekend – which we always define as
taking yourself and your car home in one piece, only
just a little dirtier. The Scrutineers will bend over
backwards to help you be safe. Minor compliance
issues are a note in your logbook – you’re OK for
the weekend, but please fix for the next race. Yes, if
there is something about your car that doesn’t comply
with your class and gives you a significant advantage
in that class, you will find yourself in a different class
that weekend, but if it’s the same race group, then you
are with the same race cars you would have been with
anyway. Enjoy! If you are in a different group, I bet
you still find others to race with. Figure out where
you are, set a goal, and have fun!
The Scrutineers exist to help
make your racing safer,
and keep the competition fair.
You may by this point be wondering about my tag
line to the title: “and much to be thankful for.” I
am writing this from a business trip in Uganda, and I
head to Rwanda tomorrow. In my “real job,” I work
for a company focused on public health and medical
projects. When I visit our offices in Africa, I work
with our highly intelligent and well-educated local
employees that are committed to improving the lives
of their people. They are not going to be racing, or
even owning a Porsche any time soon, and it is very
unlikely that their children will either. And these are
the fortunate ones. For many, if not most of their
countrymen, the struggle is still for clean water,
elimination of disease, and maybe, sometime in the
next 20 or 30 years, electric power may reach their
village.
Let’s enjoy our cars, each other, and whatever track
time we can find. As residents of North America in
the early 21st century, we are all truly fortunate.

Danbury Porsche Presents:

Connecticut Valley Region Club Race, Lime Rock Park

register now!

april 24–25, 2009

Race the “new” Lime Rock!

Run Smooth, Run Fast!

In 2008, Lime Rock Park completed a major construction project to upgrade & repave the track!

23

thursday
april

advanced driver education

24–
25

friday
saturday
april

Sprints & Enduros!
Qualify, fun race/practice starts.
As always...lots of track time!

advanced driver education
registration opens: february 24, 2009
registration closes: april 10, 2009
registration website: register.pca.org
registration contact: susan vaccaro dereg@cvrpca.org
see our website for additional information: www.cvrpca.org

club race
registration opens: february 24, 2009
registration closes: april 10, 2009
registration website: register.pca.org
registration contact: jennifer hansen race.registrar@cvrpca.org
race volunteers contact: susan young volunteers@cvrpca.org
see our website for additional information: www.cvrpca.org

This is a muffled event! Please note:
Lime Rock Park has a dB limit of 89.

flier designed by temalidesign
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2008
OG Racing Award
By OG Racing

O

G Racing, an eight-year National Sponsor of the
PCA Club Racing Program is proud to recognize
the following Club Racers who competed in at least five
races throughout the 2008 season with no incidents by
awarding each of those racers the OG Racing Award.
The OG Racing Award winners will receive the following to recognize their accomplishments: A Certificate
of Excellence, an OG Racing Award patch, a year patch and a gift certificate for a one-time 15% discount on
all current products purchased from OG Racing. Additionally, all OG Racing Award winners will participate
in a drawing for a customized Sparco Tech-Light driving suit – a $1500 value.
OG Racing has been “Making racers safer since 1990” by offering a wide selection of name brand safety
equipment, apparel and driver aids including equipment from Sparco, Simpson, Alpinestars, Bell, HJC, Arai,
HANS, DefNder, G-Force, Brey-Krause, Longacre, Performance Friction Brakes, Hawk Performance, Pagid,
Swepco and Redline Oil. OG Racing prides itself in providing the PCA Club Racing community with
excellent customer service complimented by the most complete, in-stock inventory in the industry.
Please join OG Racing in congratulating the following recipients of the 2008 OG Racing Award:
Alex P Acevedo
Craig A Ackerman
Don E Adams
Manny Alban
Matt Alexander
Dan Allen
Eric Allen
Howard B Altman
Pete Altmann
John Amardeil
Donna Amico
Hoyt Ammidon Iii
Brian A Amond
Carl Amond
Chris Amond
Marcos E Amongero
Delbert Auray
Steven Bade
J Chester Bailey
Julie A Bailey
Jack Baldwin
Duane A Ball
David Banazek
Greg M Barrows
David J Bassett
David Baum
Wayne E Bauman
Fred Beasley
Charles N Belluardo
Fred Benedict
Richard Bennett
Todd Bernard
Steven R Bertheau
Louis Betstadt
Philip C Blackstone
Chris Blazer
Peter W Boll
Richard Boone
Steve Boris

14
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Gary R Boss
Eric Boueilh
Richard Bowman
Brad T Boyd Iv
Charles W Boyer
Michael Branning
James R Breakey
Barry Brensinger
James S Bricken
Richard Brownyard
Jim Bryant
James H Buckley
Jade M Buford
Rich Bundschuh Ii
Roger L Burdette Jr
Gerry Burger
Jeffrey E Burger
Bruce L Busby
John C Byram, Jr
Austin Cameron
David C Campbell
Darrell Carlisle
Robert Carrington
Peter Castellana
Juan (Jc) Castillo
Brion Charters
James Cherry
Roy Chong
Wingate Clapper
Tony Clinton
Peter H Collins
E Thomas Collins Jr
Steve Coomes
Keith B Cooper
Michael Coppola
Michael J Corrao
Timothy J Costa
Mike Courtney
Michael T Cowley

Nick Jan Cramer
Mo Dadkhah
Bobby Dahlstrom
Scott Daiger
Guy O Danielson
Robert J Danko
Dion U Davi
Seth Davidow
Phil Deangelis
Peter Debusmann
Mark B Dekutoski
Rick Deman
Marc Devoe
Rainer Dronzek
William P Eaddy
Donald R Ehinger
Matthew Einstein
John B Ellis
Joseph F Ennett
Thomas Evans
Mike Faems
Rick Fairweather
Daniel R Ferguson
Scott Ferguson
Craig Finley
Andreas Fischer
Richard Fischer
Paul Flori
Mark H Foley
Brian P Forsythe
Sean Foster
Jeffrey L Frazier
Jeffrey Freeman
Gregory C Frese
Cory Friedman
David Fry
Joel Furey
Uli Furtmair
Paul Fusco

Don Gagne
Gilbert E Galle
Glen Gatlin
Michel Gaucher
H Wayne Gerhart
Scott Giannou
Philip C Gilsdorf
Richard Glickel
Gary W Gould
Albert Graci
Timothy M Green
Jerry Greene
David Gross
Josemanuel Gutierrez
Kim Gutowski
Paul Gutowski
John R Haas
Robert B. C. Hale
Peter Hall
Gary Hamilton
Thomas Hamilton
Michael Hamza
Andy Hansen
Bruce Hansen Sr
Peter P Haralovich
Corey Harbold
Terry Hardee Iii
Andy Hauck
Thomas M Hayes
Gregg Healey
Jean-Luc Hebert
Michael Hemingway
Bryan Henderson
George D (Chip) Henderson
Gary Hess
Dennis Hiffman
Seth Higgins
Alex Hilgetag
Matthew Z Hill

David Hinkle
Kurt Hipke
Henry Hoeh
Matthew L Hoke
Michael Hoke
Michael Holmes
John B Horton
Normand Houle
Mark B Hufnagel
Ryan Hulbert
Mark T Hupfer
Michael Iapaluccio
Ron Igou
Oscar Im
Chris Inglot
Gerald Isbell
Bill Jacobi
George James
Patrick James
Robert H Jarvis
Wal Jarvis
Andrew Jenks
Anthony Jernigan
Andrew A Johnson
Rod F Johnson
Roger Johnson
Scott H Johnson
Aaron Jones
Robert B Jones
Cory Jump
Mark A Jurczyk
Claudio Kaempf
David Katz
Michael G Keck
Mark Kedrowski
Mark A Kemp
Gene Kendrick
Ken Kennedy
James (Terry) Kerr
Harry E Kintzi
Bob Klaskin
Michael Klaskin
Sally Knapp
Jeff Knight
Gary L Knoblauch
Brent Knoll
Keith C Komar
Kurt Konrath
Chris Krauser
Gerry Krupp
Kenneth H Laborde
Philip W Lahaye Jr
Scott E Lambert
Daniel Landis
Greg P Landis
Dick Lane
James R Lang
Bradley Lano
Michael J Lapp
Duke Lardon
Richard A Laverdiere
Bruce G Ledoux Ii

Chris Lee
Mark S Lee
Jason Levy
Gregg R Lewis
James E Lewis
Ronald E Lewis
Michael Lin
Bob Linville
Cyrus C Lippman
Rafael A Llopiz
Gary L Lorenz
Robert B Love
Nathan Lowrie
Kenneth Lubell
Timothy D Lynn
Justin Mahlmann
Mike Mallais
J David Mann
David Mansfield
Phillip Martien
Dana K Martin
Jimmy T Martin
Lane P Martin
Mark L Martin
Michael Martin
Joe Martinez
Guy A Mattran
Daniel B Mayer
Donald R Mayer
Robert A Mazey
Eugene B McGillycuddy
Shaun McKaigue
Dave McMahon
Bruce McPherson
R Duncan McPherson
Ben B Merriman
Tim Meyer
Bill Miller
Bob Miller
Bryce Miller
Robert B Mohan
Barry G Moore
Dan Morris
Terry Morris
Dwayne Moses
Pat Moyle
Daniel J Muldowney
Bob Mulligan
Christopher L Musante
Joseph J Needham
Giacomo Negro
Dann Nelson
Ray Newman
Kenneth W Nielsen
Jay A Nizborski
Scott J Norby
Allen J Noveck
Keith Olcha
Daniel C Ostrower
Peter Overing
Richard Owens
Mitchell Pagerey

Anthony Pagonis
Grant I Painter
Philip Paisnel
Chris Pallis
Christopher R Palumbo
James G Pappas
Steve Pattee
Steve Patti
Dennis J Paul
Brian Paulsen
Alan G Pawlowski
Chris Pedersen
Bill Peluchiwski
Toby Pennycuff
John Perl Ii
Winfield B Perry
Daniel Petchel
William Petty
Michael Piera
Marco Pires
Karl W Poeltl
Bob Polich
Rick Polk
Eric Pratt
Rick Pressley
Richard T Price
Robert A Prilika
Spencer Pumpelly
Rob Purviance
Michael J Quigley
Gary Radocchio
Ronnie Randall
Steve Rashbaum
Chris Reinsborough
Joel Reiser
Mark Repka
Mitch D Richard
William C Richter
Barry S Rietz
Geoffrey D Ring
Doug Roach
Stephen Roach
David A Roberts
James Roberts
Scott Robertson
Rene Robichaud
Harvey W Robideau
Phil Rochelle
David P Rodenroth
Angus Rogers
Tom Rogers
Richard Rosenberg
Raymond L Ross
Tom Ross
Wally Ruiz
Slawek Ruszel
Mark S Ruther
Rod Ryan
Karl Salnoske
Glenn P Sapa
Robert J Saville
Clint J Sawinski

Anthony M Scalies
John Scaramella
Dick Scariano
David W Schenk
Sabine H Schoenberg
Earl E Schott Jr
Eric Shaffer
Jim Sherman
Gregory T Skalla
William Slowikowski
Craig Smid
Chip Smith
Charles Sonson
David Speights
Glen Spiegler
James Stanislaw
Sandy Steckman
Michael S Stenko
Michael Strelbisky
Robbie Strickland
Nicholas W Summers
Lane Sutton
Peter Swift
Nobuyuki Takahashi
Carl Tallardy
John F Taylor
Barry F Tiller
Rusty Tilton
Pete Tremper
Darrell Troester
Michael J Trombly
Gregory J Turek
Corry R Turley Ii
Thomas J Vahle
Brooke A Van Horn
Bob Van Zelst
Robert Viau
Louis Vieira
Michael Vietz
Jay E Walker Ii
Chris Wally
Michael R Walsdorf
Stephen R Watkins
Rock Webb
Mark E Weining
Philip White
Philip White
Frederick E Wicks
Jeffrey Wiggins
Lawson C Wilder
Lee Wilkins
Bill Williams
David S Williams
Pat Williams
Patrick Womack
Gregory D Wood
Gregory Wright
Steven F Wright
W Dan Wright
Gary Yee
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Dirty Jobs Visits Club Racing
By West Dillard, National Scrutineer

I

f you love automobile road racing, you have
probably gotten up early in the morning to watch
Formula One racing. It’s quite a spectacle with
multi-million dollar budgets, a support staff that lives
in a mobile city, “beautiful people”, and mechanics
in sparkling clean uniforms. The racing experience is
much different for the thousands of weekend racers
around the world. While PCA Club Racing does have
its share of “Arrive and Drive” folks with professional
crews, most of us are more, shall we say “intimately
involved” with the experience. Formula One races
are hosted by eloquent Ivy Leaguer, Bob Varsha. We
don’t have a host, but if we did, it wouldn’t be Varsha
– perhaps Mike Rowe. If that name doesn’t ring a
bell, then you’re missing out on Discovery Channel’s
“Talk Show in a Sewer”, Dirty Jobs. If you haven’t
seen it, the host Mike Rowe spends a day or two
doing the job of a common man (heretofore Yokel)
alternatively cracking jokes and getting hit in the face
with “poo”. I don’t know how much of the show is
scripted, but I have taken the liberty of scripting a few
scenes:
cene 1: 8:30 PM - Rowe lies under a Porsche race
car. The entire underside of the car is coated with
grease.

S

Yokel: All the time.
Rowe: How do you get them out then?
Yokel: Don’t ask.
cene 2: Later that same evening - Sparks fly as
Rowe finishes cutting the head off a bolt with a
grinder.
Rowe: So that’s how you get the stripped ones out.
Do you do anything with all that grease that’s up in
here?
Yokel: I kinda try to wipe it up with paper towels
and brake cleaner.
Rowe: Whew! Are these brake cleaner fumes toxic?
Yokel: Must be. You should see what they’ve done
to my buddy Phil. Try not to let them ignite, unless
you want to find out how you look without eyebrows.
Rowe: I’ll do the jokes. When you get your own
show, you can do the jokes.
cene 3: 9:45 PM - Rowe is standing with Yokel in
front of a car hauler. The lighting is poor and it’s
pouring down rain.
Rowe: OK, you worked every night this week to
get the car ready. You worked a full day today. We
just got to the track at 9:45 and we have to be out by
10 PM. Why is that?
Yokel: I dunno. They just make us leave.
Rowe: But first I have to walk through a puddle
and lie on this wet, filthy trailer to unhook the car so
we can leave it here tonight?
Yokel: Yep.
Rowe: Do I have time to put on a raincoat?
Yokel: No.
cene 4: Next day - Rowe stands beside a car on
jack stands that has just come in from a practice
run with boiled brake fluid. Heat radiates from the
brakes.
Rowe: So what you’re saying is, I’m going to reach
in there and connect this little hose to the “bleed
valve” thingie, but I should be careful because the
brake rotor is still about 500 degrees?
Yokel: Yep.
Rowe: So do you ever get burned doing this?
Upon Yokel rolling his arms over to reveal a series
of little pink burn scars, Rowe gives the camera one of
his patented, “What am I doing here?” looks.

S

S

S
Photo by John Perser

Rowe: So when one of these little rubber “CV
boots” breaks it basically becomes like a little grease
spraying machine and coats everything around it in
this filthy black goo. How often does this happen?
Yokel: A lot. We blew three in one weekend.
Rowe: So what we are going to do is remove this
whole axle assembly just to replace the little boot. Do
these funny little bolts ever strip?
16
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S

Rowe: So I’m just going to take this little
cene 5: Later that same day - Rowe sits with his
head in the wheel well holding a small Phillips screwdriver and poke it through each hole to get the
dust out of it. How many holes are there in each one?
Yokel: 144.
Rowe: Gross! < ha ha ha, get it? > Is all this dust
that’s falling out and blowing around harmful?
Yokel: Probably.
Rowe: But since you are just an individual doing
this and not a business or anything, there aren’t any
EPA or OSHA rules that apply.
Yokel: Nope. Thank God.
Rowe: Because the last thing you need is some
government agency coming around to make sure you
don’t blind, maim, or neuter yourself with all these
tools and chemicals.
Yokel: Exactly!
Photo by John Perser
cene 6: Early afternoon - Rowe stands beside the
screwdriver. The brakes are now cool and he appears
car on grid in a cheap driving suit.
a bit more relaxed.
Rowe: So it’s 95 degrees here in Texas, and since
Rowe: Well the brakes are cool now, but apparently
this dust from the brake pads collects in all these little we aren’t far from Houston, the humidity is about
holes and can cause the “rotor”, which is this big shiny 1000%.
part, to actually crack, is that right?
Yokel: More, probably.
Yokel: Yep.
Rowe: What did I tell you about the jokes? So

S
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anyway, I’m wearing a “fire suit” that is basically an
oven mitt that covers my entire body.
Yokel: Yep.
(Yokel fed Rowe the “oven mitt” line earlier, but
he’s learned his lesson about out-joking the host.)
Rowe: Does this car have air conditioning?
Yokel: Nope.
Rowe: So how fast is this car capable of traveling
here on this track?
Yokel: About 150.
Rowe: So we haven’t actually had any poo in this
episode, but it occurs to me that traveling that fast
with a bunch of other cars around might introduce
some into this situation.
Yokel: My buddy Velo calls that Code Brown.
Rowe: Code Brown. So Yokel, has that ever
happened to you?
Yokel: Once I was riding with my buddy Panks,
and we spun going 135. I think it was pretty close
then.
Rowe: Did anyone get hurt?
Yokel: No but he ruined four brand new tires.
Once we figured out we weren’t going to die, we
couldn’t stop laughing.
Rowe: A real knee-slapper eh?

18
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Yokel: Yep.
Rowe: So I’m going to put on this helmet that
smells like my gym shoes from the 8th grade, climb
into this black car and go out on the track for 90
minutes in stifling heat with 40 other guys and gals
who are basically going to try to kill or intimidate me
until I let them pass me. All the while I’ll be trying
not to go Code Brown, is that right?
Yokel: Yep.
Rowe: So if by some miracle I survive all this and
I win, I must get a lot of money, right?
Yokel: None.
Rowe: And this is the fun part?
Yokel: Yep.
losing scene: Later that same evening - It is dark
and Rowe sits in a folding canvas chair surrounded
by happy, friendly people. He has a plastic glass of
wine. Drops of wine seem to jockey for places on his
shirt amongst the axle grease, brake fluid and bits of
food. He is taking the last bite of a hamburger that
has a patty the size of a meatloaf. A tall guy with a
Puerto Rican accent who seems to be in charge shouts
across the compound: “Hey TV Dude, you ready for
another Mondo Burger?”

C

Rowe: (to camera) PCA Club Racing, it’s a Dirty Job.
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Enduro Pit Stop Procedures Reviewed
By Geoffrey Ring, National Scrutineer

T

he 2009 race season is well underway and for
PCA Scrutineers it has already been an active
year. Those of you who were at the Sebring Club Race
know that there was a strong Scrutineer presence
checking safety items in all cars, but also vehicle
compliance with specific cars and Enduro pit stop
safety compliance. We are all volunteers, you the
drivers and we the Stewards, Timing & Scoring, and
Scrutineers and therefore, we do not do this on a
weekly or even monthly basis so mistakes can happen.
During an Enduro we have the added risk of fire
from fuel and hot cars. Fire from Enduro refueling
represents one of the higher risk areas in club racing
and based on Sebring, we would like to take the time
to review the Enduro Pit Stop process where fueling
is allowed.
The pit lane is defined by orange cones at both the
entrance and exit of the hot pit lane. These cones
correspond to the positions of the AMB pit timing
loops. Please take the time at the beginning of the
weekend to look at the cone placement to avoid any
confusion during the Enduro. The pit entry cones are
where you start your pit stop timing stopwatch, and
the pit exit cones are where you stop your stopwatch.
You must be at or below the pit speed limit of 30
MPH (at ALL PCA venues) by the pit entry cones.
For those of you with GT3 cars, that means that you
need to set your pit speed limiter to 48 KPH in the
Modus software. The penalty for speeding in the pits
is a black flag “stop and go” penalty and you would
be surprised how many repeat visitors the Scrutineers
see. The hot pits have a lot of activity during a race
weekend and the speed limit exists for your safety as
well as the safety of the volunteer officials in the hot
pit lane.
During the Enduro, you must stop for five minutes
measured between the pit entrance and pit exit cones.
The pits are open after the first 15 minutes of running
after the race officially starts and before the last 10
minutes of the published Enduro length. The pits will
close during a double yellow flag, but the pit time
for those competitors who are already on the pit road
continues to run. There will be a sign board at the last
flag station to tell you that the pits are closed. Stopping
in the driving lane of the hot pits is prohibited and
can affect your competitor’s race – do not do it. If you
happen to short your pit stop (less than five minutes)
you will be black flagged and you will have to sit at the
black flag station for the amount of time your pit stop
was short. If for some reason there is not enough time
left remaining in the race for you to serve a “stop and
20
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go” penalty, one lap will be deducted to your race.
You may do minor work to the car in the hot pits
and you may think about keeping a spare tire and
simple hand tools available in your pit stall during
your race. Battery operated power tools and other
electrical devices are not allowed in your pit box
whether or not you are refueling your car. This is to
prevent a spark from igniting nearby fuel. If you have
a compressed nitrogen bottle to run air jacks and air
tools, it must have a cage around the regulator. At
any time you may have a maximum of THREE people
over the pit wall - two crew members and one driver
or three crew members. Additional people over the pit
wall during a pit stop will cost the driver a visit to the
black flag station for a “stop and go” penalty.
PCA has a zero tolerance policy for spilling
fuel - spill fuel and you will be disqualified.
If you need to refuel during your pit stop, take your
time and think about what you are doing. The car will
have hot brake rotors and hot exhaust that can easily
ignite fuel vapors. PCA has a zero tolerance policy for
spilling fuel - spill fuel and you will be disqualified.
The refueling process cannot begin until the engine
is off with the driver out of the car. This means that
the fuel jugs must remain on the cold side of the
pit wall with the cap on, not sitting on the pit wall.
During refueling no other work may be done on the
car including checking tire pressures. Everyone on the
hot side of the pit wall (maximum of three) must wear
a fire retardant suit, Nomex gloves (not mechanics
gloves), and EITHER a full face helmet with the visor
down OR a balaclava with goggles.
One person is required to have a 60BC or 60ABC
rated fire extinguisher (minimum 10 lbs) with the
pin removed. You will need to bring your own fire
extinguisher. The fire extinguishers found along pit
wall are reserved for track officials. When refueling,
remember that plastic jugs leak at the caps and vent
hole and you may want to wrap a towel around
these areas to prevent spillage. If you use a funnel,
make sure it is of adequate size and either hold it or
otherwise ensure that it will not fall out. Be aware that
wind can cause the fuel to spill while pouring into a
funnel. The fireman should stand approximately seven
feet from the fuel port with the fire extinguisher hose
pointed at the fuel port and be ready to put out any
fire that may start. This is your best chance to prevent
a catastrophic event if a fire occurs. If you have a car
with a double dry break system and are using a single

plastic dry break filler bottle, remember that the fuel
cell will be pressurized as the fuel flows in and will
need to be relieved by slightly opening the second dry
break as you fill. We have had instances where the
pressure was not relieved and spilled out when opened
after refueling. We have also had instances where too
much fuel has been added and it flows out the second
dry break as it is cracked.
If you come into the hot pits for a mechanical
problem, or receive a mechanical black flag (meatball
flag), and the pits are open, you can use this time to
serve your mandatory five minute pit stop. If you
choose not to use this pit stop as your mandatory stop,
you or your crew will need to alert the Scrutineers.

The Scrutineers will relay the information to Timing
& Scoring so you will not be assessed a “stop and go”
penalty if the pit stop is short.
Please remember that Enduros are long races and
you will want to prepare accordingly. Before the
Enduro, discuss with your crew these rules and prepare
a plan so everyone knows what is expected of them.
With new safety requirements and more complicated
connections for radios and cool suits, you will need to
plan your pit stop more efficiently to keep within the
minimum five minute timeframe and allow enough
time for you to take a breath, get a drink, and refocus
for the remaining time left. Enjoy and have a good
2009 season.

continued from page 10
the results processing, as it well should. This does not
reflect any lack of commitment to posting results by
T&S or the Webmaster.
Remember, first and foremost, every National PCA
Club Racing staff member working regional races
is a volunteer. The staff gives up personal time to
work race operations. This time frequently includes
travel days before and after the actual race days, not
to mention the many days and evenings spent in
preparation before arrival at the race track and time
spent writing post-race reports. The racers at the

track receive their race results as soon as possible. The
Internet posting of results to share with fellow racers
takes just a little longer.
Finally, one tangent in the Internet message board
discussion asked about the T&S equipment and staff.
PCA CR provides all the timing and scoring equipment
used at PCA Club Races. Likewise, PCA CR provides
the National T&S staff to operate the equipment at
the races. Providing both the T&S equipment and
staff to Club Races, ensures consistency in the T&S
process and operation.
January-March 2009
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Sebring 2009 Class Winners
Checked Blue Night Sprint Race
Class

B
D
E
F
G
GT4S
GTC2
H
I
SP2

Name

Grant I Painter
Dwayne Moses
Mark T Hupfer
Cory Jump
Jimmy T Martin
Robert Neil
Hoyt Ammidon Iii
Greg M Barrows
Carl Tallardy
Mitch D Richard

Green Sprint Race
Region

SFL
POT
CIN
WB
CAR
SFL
SCH
FLC
RTR
MG

Checkered Red Night Sprint Race
Class

GT2R
GT3S
GTA1
GTA2
GTC3
GTC4
GTP1

Name

Pat Williams
Scott Daiger
Rick Deman
Leh Keen
Scott Ferguson
Charles Scardina
Wal Jarvis

Region

MSO
PNW
MNY
OCM
MAV
GCT
CTV

Orange Sprint Race
Class

B
C
D
E
F
G
GT5R
GT5S
GT6S
SP1
SP2

Name

Rainer Dronzek
George James
Dwayne Moses
Mark T Hupfer
Cory Jump
Jimmy T Martin
Tony Clinton
Larry Hoffman
Richard A Tillotson
Patrick James
Mitch D Richard

Region

CHO
POT
POT
CIN
WB
CAR
FLC
SFL
SFL
POT
MG

Red Sprint Race
Class

GTA1
GTA2
GTC3
GTC4
GTP1
GTP2
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Name

Rick Deman
Leh Keen
Rafael A Llopiz
Mitchell Pagerey
Wal Jarvis
Zak Brown

Club Racing News

Region

MNY
OCM
NNJ
FLC
CTV
CIN

Class

GT1R
GT2R
GT2S
GT3R
GT3S
GT4S
GTB
GTC1
GTC2
H
I
J

Name

Michael N Levitas
Pat Williams
Mike Ollmann
Richard Beecher
Scott Daiger
Gary L Knoblauch
Shaun Mckaigue
Francis J Cosentino
Jack Gilsdorf
Greg M Barrows
Karl W Poeltl
Mark Greenberg

Region

POT
MSO
MIL
GCT
PNW
CHO
UPC
NIA
PST
FLC
SMT
NE

Black Enduro
Class

B
C
D
E
F
G
GT4S
GT5S
GT6S
GTC2
H
I
SP2

Name

Rainer Dronzek
G. James / P. James
Delbert Auray
Mark T Hupfer
Cory Jump
Jimmy T Martin
Gary L Knoblauch
Larry Hoffman
Gerry Burger
Hoyt Ammidon Iii
Greg M Barrows
Carl Tallardy
Mitch D Richard

Region

Cho
POT
CTV
CIN
WB
CAR
CHO
SFL
TN
SCH
FLC
RTR
MG

Pink Enduro
Class

GT1R
GT2R
GT3R
GT3S
GTA1
GTA2
GTB
GTC3
GTC4

Name

Norman S Goldrich
P. Williams / B. Bays
R Duncan McPherson
Scott Daiger
Peter Overing
Nick Jan Cramer
Shaun McKaigue
Rafael A Llopiz
Gregory C Frese

Region

OHV
MSO
CAR
PNW
REN
GCT
UPC
NNJ
OHV

January-March 2009
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PCA Club Racing
National Committee
Chairman
Bruce A. Boeder
11919 Hilloway Road
Minnetonka, MN 55305
Phone: 952.475.7040
Fax:
952.475.7042
Email: ClubRacingChair@PCA.org
Program and License Coordinator
Susan Shire
1897 Mission Hills Lane
Northbrook, IL 60062
Phone: 847.272.7764
Fax:
847.272.7785
Email: ClubRace@PCA.org
Chief National Steward
Bryan Henderson
2416 Bedford Circle
Bedford, TX 76021-1822
Phone: 817.354.6045
Fax:
817.345.6045
Email: Bryan@BPHMS.com

$69
$258
$369

Chief National Scrutineer
Dick Dobson
P.O. Box 702751
Tulsa, OK 74170-2751
Phone: 918.251.2751
Fax:
918.299.5051
Email: dickdobson@webzone.net
Chief of National Timing and Scoring
Michael Wingfield
3805 Clearwater Court
Plano, TX 75025
Phone: 972.491.2766
Email: wingfield@juno.com
Technical and Rules Chair
Donna Amico
8805 Blue Sea Drive
Columbia, MD 21046
Phone: 410.381.5769
Email: donnaamico@comcast.net
Sponsor Coordinator
Steve Rashbaum
1897 Mission Hills Lane
Northbrook, IL 60062
Phone: 847.272.7764
Fax:
847.272.7785
Email: steve.rashbaum@comcast.net
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561 Robert Mohan
(Orange Coast Region) in his
‘01 996 T at the
2008 Maverick Region Club Race
at Eagles Canyon Raceway
Photo by Hart Photography

2009 Club Racing Schedule
Dates

Event

Region

Apr 3-5
Auto Club Speedway
Zone 8
			
Apr 19-20
Heartland Park Topeka
Kansas City
			
Apr 24-25
Lime Rock Park*
Conn Valley
			
May 15-17
Mid Ohio Sports Car Course*
Mid Ohio
			
May 23-24
Eagles Canyon*
Maverick
			
May 23-24
Buttonwillow
Golden Gate
			
May 29-31
Watkins Glen International*
Zone One
			
June 12-14
Rose Cup Races at
Oregon
Portland International Raceway		
Jun 26-28
VIR*
Zone 2
			
July 4-5
Gingerman Raceway*
SE Michigan
			
July 18-19
Putnam Park Road Course*
Ohio Valley
			
Jul 31-Aug 2 Mosport International Raceway* Upper Canada
			
Aug 1-2
Brainerd International*
Nord Stern
			
Aug 15-16
High Plains Raceway*
Rocky Mountain
			
Aug 28-30
NJMP
Schattenbaum
Thunderbolt Raceway		
Sep 5-7
Road America*
Chicago
			
Sept 5-6
Thunderhill
Golden Gate
			
Sep 26-27
Miller Motorsports Park*
InterMountain
			
Oct 3-4
Summit Point Motorsports Park* Potomac
			
Oct 3-4
Hallett Motor Racing Circuit
Cimarron
			
Oct 9-10
Daytona International Speedway Florida Crown
		
Florida Citrus
Oct 30-Nov 1 Carolina Motorsports Park*
Carolinas
			
Dec 4-6
Roebling Road
Florida Crown
			

Region Contact
Vince Knauf 619.287.4334
FestivaFestivalChair@zone8.org
Chris McIntyre 816.616.377
chris@merrillcompanies.com
Jeff Jones 203.799.6938
jjones00@optonline.net
Jay Koehler 740.983.3072
koehlerjk@gmail.com
Joel Nannis 817.721.6077
karnut@att.net
Andrew Forrest 650.387.4019
ggrracereg@gmail.com
Botho Von Bose 416.509.6661
bvonbose@lomltd.com
TBD
Tom Bobbitt 757.259.7823
jthomasb@cox.net
Gary Ambrus 734.558.7810
gla924sem@juno.com
Rich Rosenberg 513.530.9090
rjrol@aol.com
Wayne Spiegelberg 905.825.2853
spieg57@gmail.com
Roger Johnson 763.557.9578
rogerdjohnson@comcast.net
Bob Speights 970.282.3495
bobspeights@comcast.net
Dan Petchel 609.298.2277
carsinc@comcast.net
Keith Clark 630.690.3381
kc_design@sbcglobal.net
Andrew Forrest 650.387.4019
ggrracereg@gmail.com
Steven Brand 801.944.0051
hillsidetire1801@aol.com
Kevin Oyler 240.505.4332
kevino@scmanage.com
Earl Schott 918.455.2888
eschott11@aol.com
Dave Rodenroth 904.251.9552
racer914@earthlink.net
John Alpaugh 803.736.3950
jpa914@aol.com
Bob Linville 904.272.2998
cblinville@bellsouth.net

* Indicates an enduro event
Photo by Hart Photography

January-March 2009
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The Classifieds
911
911

GT3
GT3

944
944

1979 911 Euro SC
“D” Class PCA, new motor late 06, new
transmission 08, Elephant & Smart Racing suspension by Buckley Racing, 2-sets
wheels with Hoosiers, AMB, Cool Suit,
J-West Shifter, LSD, podium finisher, no
disappointments, call for build sheet, pictures $34,500 also 3-year old 23’ custom
aluminium trailer, electric winch, tool box,
8’ ramps, tire rack $6,500.
Doug Molny 214-686-5930
(1)

1999 GT3 Club Sport
Only known example in USA. $110K
invested, extensive Cup parts and setup (original parts retained). Only 2940
pounds, strong dyno, $4,800 in fresh service, multiple race wins, Stock J logbook,
books/records/receipts, spare BBS Cup
wheels; many advantages over 2004 GT3.
$79,000/trades.
Steve 214 693 3276
spatti@polarityinc.com
(1)

1989 944 Turbo Racecar
2008 NASA 944 SuperCup National
Champion. NASA & PCA F Setups.
Ohlins, shake-rig tuned. John Milledge
engine. Recent rod bearings, valves lapped,
dyno tested. CCWs, accusump, custom
dual-duct brake cooling, Racer’s Edge
sphericals, charlie arms. Photos and build
sheet: http://s464.photobucket.com/albums/rr4/glakenit/1989%20951/
Joe 828-243-9697
email: crow2245@bellsouth.net
(2)

1973 911 T
Non-Sunroof Coupe VIN No.
9113102564. The perfect RS candidate,
solid body and chassis, no engine or
transaxle, otherwise complete and original.
$15,000.00
Saul 305-298-7079		
(2)

2008 911 GT 3 Cup
Factory race car, professionally maintained.
25 hours on complete car. Car serviced
after every race weekend. Tub is perfect
never been damaged. Car has PMNA
updates, including updated air jacks. Car
is ready to race $175,000.
Tim 570 460-3759.
(2)

1987 911 Turbo Coupe Racecar
white/black, very fast, very clean, 3.4 liter
turbo engine built by 911 Design, Motec
M48 engine management, JRZ suspension set up by GAS Motorsports, 2 sets
17” BBS wheels, 27 gal Fuel Safe fuel cell,
headers, full cage. Turn-key. Needs nothing! $40,000
Jeff Melnik: summbeach@aol.com
805/895-7000.
(1)

1989 944 Turbo Racecar
Fresh rebuild 2.5 L turbo. New brakes,
hawk pads. Rebuilt shocks with adj. I-box
springs. Clubsport clutch. Shorter 5th gear.
Head ported. Torque 344 ft-lb. Never
crashed. All panels have orig. factory serial
tags. Full fire supression. Wired for pit
communication. Full harness. Carbon seat
/spoiler. SCCA track ready. Pictures available. $20,995
Gene 440-232-4700 x-141
ghauck@fredbakerporscheaudi.com
(1)

Classified Advertising
Classified ads are free to PCA members.
Seller’s PCA membership number must
be included with all ads. Ads have a a
60-word limit per ad. Ads are subject to
editing and abbreviation per the requirements of available space.
Ads with pictures are accepted at a prepaid price of $30 for two issues. (Larger
ads can be purchased at our regular
advertising rates.)
Ads run for two consecutive issues unless
renewed, or notification of sale received.
Submit ads to the CRN editor via mail
or email.
Club Racing News Editor
3805 Clearwater Court
Plano, TX 75025-2094
ClubRacingNews@PCA.org
Ads are limited to vehicles and trailers.
We do not accept business related ads in
the classifieds. Advertisements for parts
and accessories are not accepted.
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03 Terry Kerr (War Bonnet Region) in his ‘77 911 at the
2008 Maverick Region Club Race at Eagles Canyon Raceway
Photo by Hart Photography

PCA Club Racing News
c/o PCA Executive Secretary
P. O. Box 1347
Springfield, VA 22151-0347
Address Service Requested

2009 PCA CLUB RACING NATIONAL SPONSORS
PORSCHE CARS
NORTH AMERICA
www.porsche.com

574.784.3152
www.hoosiertire.com

800.722.3427
www.racegas.com

866.390.2362
www.cdoc.com

877.TRAILEX
www.trailex.com

800.376.4719
www.farnbacherloles.com

800.797.2911
www.gt-racing.com

800.233.6956
www.shockdoctor.com

888.643.6051
www.forgeline.com

800.847.3435
www.michelinman.com

707.935.3999
www.theracersgroup.com

800.356.2080
www.northstarmotorsports.com

Power Conversion
by Inglot Electronics

773.286.5881
www.inglot.net
418 651.0752
www.blindapex.com

877.34-SPEED
www.kssmotorsports.com

203.723.8928
www.softronic.us

865.862.5262
www.racersedge-inc.com

800.934.9112
www.ogracing.com

